THE WARDEN

The Warden is a versatile warrior equipped with a full suit of armor and a heavy two-handed German longsword. Made with a mix of leather, metal, and cloth, his armor is not too heavy nor too light and allows him to move fast and strike hard. Parts of the armor, and also the cape, allow for extensive customization of emblems and visuals to fit your personality. In this guide, you will mainly see the default options.
THE WARDEN – ARMOR DETAILS
THE WARDEN 360° VIEW
DEFENDER

THE WARDEN – ARMOR DETAILS
THE CAPE

The cape is one of the key elements of the character. Strapped under the belt, the cape allows our character to move fluidly without being slowed. It is also the piece of the armor where customizable emblems are the most visible.
GERMAN LONGSWORD

Inspired by the German School of fencing, this two-handed longsword is made of metal, with the pommel wrapped partly in leather. When properly sized, and with the sword's point touching the ground, the pommel should reach your elbow.

THE WARDEN - WEAPON DETAILS
THE WARDEN - GRAPHIC DETAILS

DEFENDER
- Colors:
  - Background: #0078d6
  - Text: #333333
  - Borders: #000000

MATERIALS
- Image of materials:
  - Black metal plate with a yellow symbol

SYMBOLS
- Images of symbols:
  - Crown and skull
  - Lion
  - Eagle

ATTACKER
- Colors:
  - Background: #f2332f
  - Text: #333333
  - Borders: #000000

MATERIALS
- Image of materials:
  - Gold and leather

SYMBOLS
- Images of symbols:
  - Tree
  - Sun
  - Sword

FOR HONOR
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We hope you enjoy this reference guide. Thank you for your interest in For Honor and one of its great The Legions warrior, The Warden. Please share your creation with us on Twitter or Facebook.
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